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Abstract
To unpack firmware files, disk images, raw flash dumps, file systems or other archives various tools are 
available, that examine the contents of the file, find offsets of archives, compressed files, media files 
and so on, carve these from a larger file, decompress the carved files, and make the unpacked data 
available for recursive unpacking.
Currently available tools treat all found files of a certain type the same (all PNG files are treated the 
same, all ZIP files are treated the same and so on), without taking the context in which they were found 
into account, which actually could matter depending on the situation.
This document describes possible approaches to this problem, where contextual information from 
unpacking is made available to allow for more accurate unpacking and labeling of files.
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Background
For fields such as forensics (finding presence of files or finding evidence), security analysis (firmware 
analysis), or reverse engineering it is important to be able to unpack archives and firmwares to be able 
to analyze the contents of these archives and firmware files.
With firmware files becoming larger and larger (300,000 files in mobile phone firmware images is not 
an exception) it becomes desirable to be able to focus on the most interesting files. What is interesting 
differs per use case.
Certain carving tools, such as Binary Analysis Tool [1][2][4] and its successor Binary Analysis Next 
Generation[3] already label each file that was found: graphics files are labeled as 'graphics', audio files 
as 'audio', ZIP archives as 'compressed' and 'zip', ASCII files are labeled as 'text', and so on (see 
drawing 1).
Files can have multiple labels and labeling allows a user to filter and focus on the files found 
interesting in a very fine grained way.
However, not every file of a certain type is as interesting as every other file of that type, but it depends 
on where in the archive it is found. This might even apply to files that are identical: a file might be very 
interesting when found in a certain context, but completely irrelevant when found somewhere else.
Consider the following situation: a firmware update file for a router running Linux contains a special 
version of Linux and associated programs that are only used during update of the firmware, but not 
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during normal operation. When analyzing the software that is used on the router during normal 
operations the software used during the update is irrelevant and should be ignored. To make this 
possible the labeled should be tagged as such, so it can quickly be discarded during analysis.
Method
Drawing 1 graphically shows how a straightforward unpacker (such as current tools[1][2][3][4]) would 
recursively unpack files:
1. get a file from a scanning queue (has been put in there by another process)
2. start searching from offset 0 for identifiers
3. for the first identifier found try to unpack the file. If not continue with the next identifier.
4. add the results of unpacking to the queue and continue with the next identifier.
5. end if no more identifiers were found (example: end of the file)
In this process for each file labels are kept that describe the file (depending on success, whether or not 
the entire file was unpacked, and so on).
The new method differs in how the labeling works. In the scanning queue each file gets some extra 
metadata, such as:
• file from which the file was unpacked (the “parent file”)
• any labels from the parent file
Based on the labels from the parent file different decisions for labeling can be made.
Examples:
1. In Android files there are typically many files with resources, the so called “Chrome PAK” 
files[5]. These files contain text, images and other metadata. The text files can be mistaken for 
base64 encoded data, even though this is extremely unlikely. By knowing that the files were 
unpacked from a Chrome PAK file the unpacking method for base64 files can be skipped, 
reducing false positives.
2. Many embedded Linux systems use the opkg package manager[6][7]. Inside the files used by 
this package manager there are several control files for metadata. Since it is based on a format 
also used by Debian GNU/Linux there are some files that are very similar or identical to the 
files used by Debian GNU/Linux. By knowing that the file comes from opkg these files can be 
labeled correctly.
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